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Find it EZ Announces Strategic Partnership
with rePORTAL Software
Kelowna, BC Today Find it EZ Software Corp. announced a strategic partnership with
rePORTAL Software, a global leader in SSRS and Crystal Reports automated scheduling and
distribution.
“Find it EZ is committed to improving business intelligence and database change impact analysis
processes for our customers worldwide. Our productivity software for developers, empowers IT
teams to work smarter, saving both time and money.” said Ken Gnazdowsky, co-founder and
CEO of Find it EZ Software Corp. “Our relationship with rePORTAL allows us to extend our
market reach with a partner specializing in three of our core supported technologies ... SQL
database queries, SSRS and Crystal Reports. Our award winning search, document and compare
tools are a perfect complement to their scheduling portal. Together, we can solve a common
problem to better manage report distribution and software change management.”
The latest release of Find it EZ Code Search Pro Server and Dev Surge 365 Enterprise products
have added support for native connections to rePORTAL’s SQL Server scheduling database,
allowing customers to:


extract both schedule and package information to spreadsheets for ease of ongoing
distribution management.



Search, document, compare and analyse underlying database model changes that may
affect Crystal Reports, SSRS, SQL Reports, Word, Excel, PDF and other commonly
supported file contents stored directly within rePORTAL.

“rePORTAL Software is very excited to partner with Find it EZ. This will allow rePORTAL
customers the ability to take advantage of Find it EZ’s powerful search and documentation
capabilities and enhance their use of our product”, said Danny Shahrabani, rePORTAL Software
director. “Teaming up with Find it EZ will help expand market share for both companies as we
continue to add features and functionality to our products.”
Both products are also featured on the SAP App Center. For more information:


visit Code Search Pro for Crystal Reports or Dev Surge 365 Enterprise .



visit rePORTAL SCR or rePORTAL CR .
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About Find it EZ Software Corp.
Founded out of need to better manage enterprise software change and releases, Find it EZ has
been creating productivity tools for software developers since 1991. Whenever changes are
planned or made to the underlying database in any software application, it can
be a challenge to find all referenced code that may be affected. Normally, each
software layer or programming language would require time-consuming and
disconnected analysis with a variety of independent tools.
Code Search Pro & Dev Surge 365 by Find it EZ provide a full 360-degree view of the entire
code-stack in a single integrated application. Case studies have shown that companies like
Westinghouse, Sprint, The Mayo Clinic and Pan American Life Insurance, using solutions from
Find it EZ to manage their software changes, have increased their productivity by over 42%.
Find it EZ received a Microsoft award for innovation in 2011.

About reportal Software
rePORTAL Software has been focused on developing innovative and cost-effective software
solutions since 1996. Over 800 customer sites around the world use rePORTAL to manage their
data, distribute SSRS and Crystal reports, deliver information securely and give their user base
immediate access to vital information using a secure, web-based solution without the headaches.
of installing or maintaining complex software.
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